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2.1. Vegetated Depressions at the Site

Numerous circular or ellipsoidal vegetated and/or water-filled depressions that are generally less than
ene-1 foot lower than the surrounding area have been identified on the site (FSAR-Subsection
2.5.3.8.2.1). Based on published literature (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-264), the-FSAR for Turkey Point
Units 3 and 4 (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-712-,p.-2493), geologic field reconnaissance and data from a
detailed site subsurface investigation that included a multi-method surface geophysical survey (FSAR
References 2.5.1-708 and 2.5.1-988), these features on the site and nearby on the floor of Biscayne
Bay are thought to be the result of a subaerial, epigenic, gradual, top-down process of carbonate
dissolution caused by downward seepage of slightly acidic meteoric water following fractures, joints,
and bedding planes. This process of carbonate dissolution is currently active on the site and was
active beneath Biscayne Bay during the Wisconsinan glacial stage when continental glaciation had
lowered sea level approximately 100 meters and exposed the limestone on the floor of Biscayne Bay
to subaerial weathering and dissolution. Formation of the vegetated patterns beneath the bay is
discussed further in Section 2.2.

FSAR-Subsection 2.5.4.4.5 discusses a multi-method surface geophysical survey designed to detect
possible dissolution features beneath the footprint of the nuclear islands at the site. The locations of
the vegetated depressions correlate well with data from the geophysical surveys (FSAR-Figures 2.5.4-
223 and 2.5.4-228). The surveys indicate that the features are characterized by up to 20 feet-(6.1
meters) (20 feet) of muck accumulated within soft zones of the Miami Limestone-and upper Key
Largo Limestone. Outside of the vegetated depressions, a surficial layer of muck generally 2-4o-6
feet-(0.6 to 1.8 meters) (2 to 6 feet) thick is present throughout the site (FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.2.2).
The areas of thicker muck likely represent zones of increased dissolution with possible small voids,
dissolution-enlarged fractures and softer rock. Soft zones within the Miami Limestone indicated by
relatively low sStandard pPenetration t Test "N" values recorded in logs of soil borings drilled on the
geophysical survey lines correlate well with low-gravity anomalies, suggesting that the gravity
anomalies identify areas of soft rock rather than large subsurface voids. Within the limits of the
geophysical survey imposed by diminishing resolution with depth, measured variations in shear and
compressional seismic wave velocities integrated with microgravity data (FSAR-Figures 2.5.4-226 and
2.5.4-227) indicate the vegetated depressions appear to be underlain by relatively un-karstified, um-
defer-me undeformed rock within the Key Largo Limestone rather than rock that has been
undermined to the extent that it may be subject to collapse.

2.2. Vegetated Patterns on the Floor of Biscayne Bay

The seafloor of Biscayne Bay east of the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site includes many dark, vegetated
patches that appear to be similar to the dark, vegetated patches mapped subaerially at the site (FSAR
Figure 2.5.3-202 and Figure 2.5AA-203), as discussed in Section 2.1. The subaerial vegetated
patches at the site are generally wet or water-filled depressions that are generally less than I eGe-foot
lower than the surrounding area (FSAR-Subsection 2.5.3.8.2.1).
The locations of the vegetated depressions on site correlate well with results of the geophysical
surveys conducted to identify possible subsurface cavities, as part of the site subsurface investigation
(FSAR-Figures 2.5.4-223 and 2.5.4-228). The surveys indicate that the features are characterized by
up to 20 feet of muck accumulated within soft zones of the Miami Limestone and upper Key Largo
Limestone. Outside of the vegetated depressions, a surficial layer of muck generally 2 to 6 feet thick is
present throughout the site (F-SAR Subsection 2.5.1.2.2). The areas of thicker muck beneath the
vegetated depressions likely represent zones of increased dissolution with possible small voids,
dissolution-enlarged fractures, and softer rock.
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Analysis of the submarine vegetated patches included visual examination of Ge-gle • a•th imagery
(References 202, 203, 204, and 205 2.6AA 202, 203, 204, and 205) to identify features within a
distance of 3 kilometers (1.9 miles) east of the site in Biscayne Bay (FSAR-Figure 2.5.3-202 and
Figure 2.5AA-203). Four circular areas with radii of 0.48 kilometers (0.3 miles) were evaluated for
density of surficial depressions or vegetated patches. Two onshore circles were drawn, one just west
of the site (circle 1) and one centered on the site (circle 2). Similarly, two offshore circles were drawn
(circles 3 and 4), both east of the site (Figure 2.5AA-203). Subaerial depressions were interpreted from
1940 aerial photography (1:40,000 scale), and submarine vegetated patches were interpreted from
1986 aerial photography (1:40,000 scale). Detailed mapping was performed to a scale of about
approximately 1:2000 to define the location and extent of patches within and immediately
surrounding each circular area. Density data for the patches from the two subaerial circular areas
(circles 1 and 2 in Figure 2.5AA-203) and the two submarine circular areas (circles 3 and 4 in Figure
2.5AA-203) are is shown in Table 2.5AA-201.
The average areas of the individual vegetated patches in the subaerial circles 1 and 2 are 780 and
540 square meters (8-93 8396 and 6,4-2 5812 square feet), respectively, and the average areas for
the submarine patches in circles 3 and 4 are 180 and 320 square meters (-148 1938 and 3-,444
3444 square feet), respectively (Table 2.5AA-201). While the submarine patches have lower average
areas, the average values for both locations (subaerial and submarine) are of the same order of
magnitude. The size distribution of the patches in both the subaerial and submarine environments is
variable, with high standard deviations for the patch areas, and a size range that varies from 20
square meters (215 square feet) to greater than 7-,SN 7900 square meters (85,000 square feet).
Very similar vegetated patch densities are calculated for subaerial and submarine areas (Table
2.5AA-201). The statistics for the subaerial circles are somewhat skewed by the presence of a few
very large patches (especially in circle 1), reflected by the fact that the standard deviations of the
patch areas in these circles are actually larger than the mean. These outliers may in fact consist of
several smaller patches, which have been obscured by vegetation. Otherwise, the patches in all four
circles display similar characteristics, with similar minimum patch sizes and population densities.
The larger average subaerial patch size relative to the average submarine patch size is consistent
with their inferred origin (F.AR-Subsection 2.5.3.2). The patches on the floor of Biscayne Bay likely
formed during the Wisconsinan glacial advance, when sea level was approximately 32& feet (100
meters) (328 feet) lower than the modern ocean. At that time, the floor of the bay and the area of the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site both were subject to subaerial weathering and surficial dissolution. At
the beginning of the Holocene, sea level rose, flooded the area that is now Biscayne Bay and
prevented further subaerial weathering and surficial dissolution in the bay. However, because it is at
a higher elevation, the area of the site has remained subaerial since the Wisconsinan and has been
subject to subaerial weathering and surficial dissolution for several thousand years longer than the
floor of the bay.

Occasional areas of linear patterns or alignment of the vegetated patches were identified by analysis
of aerial photographs of the site area This linear pattern is commonly noted throughout southern
Florida, in particular the Everglades, and corresponds with tidal and/or surface water flow directions
(F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-236) as discussed in FSAR-Subsections 2.4.1.2 and 2.5.3.2 and shown in
FSAR-Figure 2.4.1-206.

The available imagery available through Google Earth was reviewed specifically to look for
possible semicircular alignments in the surficial depressions or vegetated patches located in
Biscayne Bay. Two possible semicircular arrangements of vegetated patches are observed just east
of the site in imagery from March 2011 (Figures 2.5AA-202 and 2.5AA-204). These arcs of
vegetation have radii of roughly 480 meters (1-6 1575 feet) and 368 meters (1207.6 1207.5 feet),
respectively (Figure 2.5AA-202 lab•ls A and B, respcctvcWly). Hence, if these features were each a
complete circle rather than a half-circle or arc, they would be similar in diameter to the Key Largo
submarine paleosinkhole of Shinn et al. (Figure 2.5AA-205) (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228) discussed
in Section 4.1.2.1.
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Shinn et al. postulate that the Key Largo sinkhole is a cenote that formed during the Pleistocene and
filled with marine sediment during the Holocene when the rising sea level inundated the cenote. The
179-feet-(54.6 meters) (179 feet) of sediments cored in the Key Largo submarine paleokarst sinkhole
investigated by Shinn et al. consist mostly of gray aragonite mud visually lacking sedimentary
laminations and fossils except for a cap of carbonate sands (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228). This
sequence of sediments has not been observed in the geotechnical borings drilled at the Turkey Point
Units 6 & 7 site (FRSAR-Reference 2.5.1-708). This finding suggests that there are no sinks beneath
the site similar to the one investigated by Shinn et al., and because the vegetated depressions on the
site and the vegetated patches in nearby Biscayne Bay are believed to be of the same origin, the
finding also suggests that the features on the floor of Biscayne Bay near the site do not indicate the
presence of submarine paleokarst sinkholes such as the one investigated by Shinn et al.
The visual analysis of the semicircular arrangement of vegetated patches in Figure 2.5AA-204 found
little to no similarities with the Key Largo submarine paleosinkhole in Figure 2.5AA-205. It is
concluded that the two features are not of the same origin. The different morphology (a circle versus a
semicircle) and differing vegetation patterns of the two features are apparent in Figures 2.5AA-204
and 2.5AA-205. In addition, an earlier air photo from 1994 (Figure 2.5AA-206) of the possible
semicircular feature shows a {ess-less well-defined arc of vegetation. The Key Largo submarine
paleosinkhole and other submarine sinkholes reported on the Miami and Pourtales terraces are
typically associated with a bathymetric relief on the order of 5 to 200 meters (16 to 656 feet) (FSAR
References 2.5.3-228 and FSAR Reference 2.5.1-951). A 1-foot contour interval map of bathymetry
data for Biscayne Bay adjacent to Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 (Reference 2-AA-202) was evaluated to
identify any potential depressions associated with the scmi-circular semicircular vegetation
patterns. Depressions associated with the scmi circular semicircular vegetated patches discussed
in this supplemental response are not diSGernable discernible at this resolution.

As discussed in Seetaen Subsection 4.1.2.2, Cunningham and Walker (FSAR-References 2.5.1-958
and 2.5.1-989) conducted a study east of the Miami Terrace using high-resolution, multichannel
seismic-reflection data (FSAR-Figure 2.5.1-356). The data exhibits disturbances in parallel seismic
reflections that correspond to the carbonate rocks of the Floridan Aquifer system and the lower part of
the overlying intermediate confining unit (FSAR-Figure 2.5.1-357). The disturbances in the seismic
reflections are indicative of deformation in carbonate rocks of Eocene to middle Miocene age. This
deformation is interpreted to be related to collapsed paleocaves or collapsed paleocave systems
(-SAR-References 2.5.1-958 and 2.5.1-989).
Regardless of the mechanism of formation, the geophysical data indicates the absence of
deformation in rocks younger than middle Miocene (FSAR-Figures 2.5.1-357, 2.5.1-358, and 2.5.1-
359). This finding suggests that if the same mechanism had been active at the Turkey Point Units 6 &
7 site during the Eocene, none of the strata younger than middle Miocene would be deformed. These
younger strata include the Miami Limestone, Key Largo Limestone, Fort Thompson Formation,
Tamiami Formation and Peace River Formation. The total thickness of this section at the site is
approximately 4 0ef-eet (137.2 meters) (450 feet) (FSAR-Figure 2.5.1-332). Deformation of rocks
below this depth is not likely to pose a threat of surface collapse at the site.

Formation of the cenotes on the Yucatan Peninsula is directly related to the position of the fresh
groundwater/saltwater mixing zone relative to the location of cave development, as discussed in
Setien Subsection 4.1.2.1. The greater topographic relief of the cenotes terrain of the Yucatan
Peninsula provides a stark contrast with the flat topography at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and
in the available bathymetric data for the near-site area of Biscayne Bay.
The apparent origin of the greater topographic relief and a much more developed karst regime within
the cenotes terrain in the Yucatan Peninsula relative to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and its
vicinity is the relatively high rate of fresh groundwater discharge from a large inland watershed in the
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Yucatan that produces a more robust mixing zone and more carbonate dissolution (F-AR-Reference
2.5.1-965). The fresh groundwater/saltwater interface at the site is located approximately 6 miles
inland (FSAR-Figure 2.4.12-207) and groundwater at the site is saline (FAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and
2.4.12-211). Therefore, a fresh groundwater/saltwater mixing zone that would promote dissolution of
the limestone underlying the vegetated features on the floor of Biscayne Bay does not now exist at the
site. The absence of a more developed karst topography or an active mixing zone near the site
suggests that the process of carbonate dissolution that is instrumental in forming the cenotes of the
Yucatan is not a mechanism that is likely to produce cavernous limestone with the potential for
collapse at the site or beneath the vegetated patches on the floor of nearby Biscayne Bay.

Biscayne Bay has been modified and dredged and has an average water depth that ranges from 64e
-3-feet-(1.8 to 4 meters) (6 to 13 feet) (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-991). Assuming the water level in the
bay is at 0 feet NAVD88, the floor of Biscayne Bay ranges in elevation from approximately -6 to -13
feet NAVD 88. According to Reich et al. (PSAR-Reference 2.5.1-992), sediments overlying bedrock in
the bay range in thickness from less than 6 inches to 30 feet. Using this information and the elevations
of the bottom of the bay, it is concluded that the surface elevation of the bedrock over which the
vegetated patches occur on the floor of the bay ranges from approximately -6.5 to -43 feet NAVD 88.
As discussed in FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.2.4 an upper zone of secondary porosity within the Biscayne
Aquifer is located near the contact of the Miami Limestone and Key Largo Limestone at an
approximate elevation of -28 feet NAVD 88. A lower zone of secondary porosity is located within the
Fort Thompson Formation at an approximate elevation of -65 feet NAVD 88. Based on site
stratigraphic data collected during the subsurface investigation (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-708), the units
are relatively flat and, therefore, it appears that the upper zone of secondary porosity at the site occurs
within the stratigraphic interval of the limestone surface over which the vegetated patches occur on
the floor of Biscayne Bay. The results of the site subsurface investigation described in FSAR
Subsections 2.5.1.2 and 2.5.4.1.2.1 as well as the results of a multi-method surface geophysical
survey designed to detect subsurface cavities (within the limitations of the geophysical survey imposed
by diminishing resolution with increasing depth, decreasing cavity size, and increasing offset from
survey lines), demonstrate the absence of large solution features at this stratigraphic interval.
Although the upper zone of secondary porosity and the vegetated patches on the floor of Biscayne
Bay may be in the same stratigraphic interval, the formation of these dissolution features is somewhat
different. Dissolution features such as the vugs in the upper zone of secondary porosity are typically
post-depositional and occur in a subsurface freshwater/saltwater mixing zone or in a freshwater
phreatic system in which groundwater has filled open spaces and causes dissolution. The vegetated
patches on the floor of the bay appear to be surficial paleo-dissolution features that formed during the
Wisconsinan glacial stage of the Pleistocene when sea level was approximately 3281feet-(100 meters)
(328 feet) lower than the modern ocean (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-262) and at an elevation favorable for
surficial dissolution by rainwater of subaerial limestone in what is now the bay.

2.3. Comparison of Vegetated Depressions in the Site Vicinity to Other Paleokarst
Features

The available imagery av-ailblc through Goeglc Earth was reviewed specifically to look for
possible semicircular alignments in the ePn-site onsite surficial depressions and vegetated patches
in Biscayne Bay. Two possible semicircular arrangements of vegetated patches are observed just
east of the site in images obtained on March 26, 2011 (Figures 2.5AA-202 and 2.5AA-204). These
arcs of vegetation seem to have radii of roughly 480 meters (4-67- 1575 feet) and 368 meters (4-2=
1208 feet) (areas "A" and "B", r•spctivcly, in Figure 2..AA 202). If these features were each a
complete circle rather than a semicircle or arc, they would be similar in diameter to the approximately
600-meter (-1,684eet 1968-foot)- diameter submarine paleokarst sinkhole investigated by Shinn et
al. in the Key Largo National Marine
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Sanctuary (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228). This submarine paleokarst sinkhole is discussed in
SubsectionSecti.n 4.1.2.1 and FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1.

However, visual analysis found little to no similarities between the submarine paleokarst sinkhole
investigated by Shinn et al. (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228) and the semicircular arrangement of
vegetated patches east of the site. The different morphology (a circle versus a semicircle) and differing
vegetation patterns of the two features are apparent in comparing Figures 2.5AA-204 and 2.5AA-205.
Further, earlier imagery from 1994 (Figure 2.5AA-206) of the semicircular feature shows a
less distinct arc of vegetation.

The Key Largo submarine paleokarst sinkhole and other submarine sinkholes reported on the Miami
and Pourtales terraces are typically associated with bathymetric relief on the order of 5 to 200 meters
(16 to 656 feet) (rSA R References 2.5.3-228 and 2.5.1-951). A -I4foot 0.3-meter) (1-foot) contour
interval map of bathymetry data for Biscayne Bay adjacent to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site
(Reference 201) was evaluated to identify any potential depressions associated with the semicircular
vegetation patterns. No depressions associated with the identified semicircular vegetated patches
are discernible at this resolution.

The 54.6 meters (179 feet) of sediments cored in the Key Largo submarine paleokarst sinkhole
investigated by Shinn et al. (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228) consist mostly of gray aragonite mud visually
lacking sedimentary laminations and fossils except for a cap of carbonate sands (-SAR-Reference
2.5.3-228). This sequence of sediments has not been observed in the geotechnical borings drilled at
the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site (FRSAR-Reference 2.5.1-708). This finding suggests that there are no
sinks beneath the site similar to the one investigated by Shinn et al., and because the vegetated
depressions on the site and the vegetated patches in nearby Biscayne Bay are believed to be of the
same origin, the finding also suggests that the features on the floor of Biscayne Bay near the site do
not indicate the presence of submarine paleokarst sinkholes such as the one investigated by Shinn et
al.

Formation of the cenotes on the Yucatan Peninsula that is discussed in SubsectionSertien 4.1.2.1
and PSARSubsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1 occurred during multiple phases directly related to the
changing position of the fresh groundwater/saltwater mixing zone as it varied during glacio-eustatic
changes in sea level. The greater topographic relief of the cenotes terrain of the Yucatan Peninsula
provides a stark contrast with the flat topography at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and in the
available bathymetric data for the near-site area of Biscayne Bay. The apparent origin of the greater
topographic relief and a much more developed karst regime within the cenotes terrain in the Yucatan
Peninsula relative to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and its vicinity is the relatively high rate of
fresh groundwater discharge from a large inland watershed in the Yucatan that produces a more
robust mixing zone and more carbonate dissolution (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-965). The absence of a
more developed karst topography or an active mixing zone near the site (because of the current
location of the fresh groundwater/saltwater interface and the saline groundwater at the site) suggests
that the process of shoreline flow that was instrumental in forming the cenotes of the Yucatan is not a
mechanism that is likely to produce cavernous limestone with the potential for collapse at the site or
beneath the vegetated patches on the floor of nearby Biscayne Bay.

3. Subsrfae Disoltion Features, at the Tir-kcy Point U nits, 6A 7 Sate (FSAR
Subs•,,,.,n 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1 and 2.5.1.2.4) SUBSURFACE DISSOLUTION
FEATURES AT THE TURKEY POINT UNITS

The second type of feature related to carbonate dissolution identified on the site is secondary
porosity. Zones of secondary porosity have formed in limestone beneath the site where
microkarstn.iw.....a.st features have developed (FSAR-Subsections 2.4.12.3.1 and 2.5.1.2.4).
These zones of secondary porosity provide pathways of preferential groundwater flow. The
microkarstmiGr94k(art features formed when fresh groundwater formerly flowed from inland areas,
mixed with seawater, and facilitated dissolution
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of sedimentary structures in the rock as it flowed through the zone of secondary porosity to the sea.
However, the data from extensive site investigation for Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 (F-SAR-Reference
2.5.1-708) offers no evidence that karstification of the area has developed cavernous limestone with
the potential for collapse. The zones of secondary porosity can be subdivided into two categories-
touching-vug porosity and moldic porosity.

3.1. Touching-Vug Porosity

Touching-vug porosity occurs on the site within the approximate depth interval of 20 te -5 feet (6.1 to
10.7 meters) (20 to 35 feet) below the current land surface ( 20 to 35 fet or -6.1 to -10.7 meters or -
20 to -35 feet NAVD88) (F-SAR-Figures 2.5.1-351, 2.5.1-352, and 2.5.1-353) near the contact of the
Key Largo Limestone and the Miami Limestone and forms the "Upper Zone" of secondary porosity.
The origin of this porosity is solution enlargement of burrows, inter-burrow vugs, moldic fossils, root
molds, and vugs between root casts (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-405). These structures are sufficiently
numerous and closely spaced so as to form a laterally continuous zone of interconnected voids. Data
from drilling and coring within the zone of touching-vug porosity during the site subsurface
investigation have has shown the zone to be laterally persistent, with voids generally of centimeter
scale, and very few indications of larger voids (i.e., one relatively short rod drop in each of 2 two in a
total of 88 geotechnical borings). A description of rod drops and their significance is further discussed
in Section 5.2.
Dissolution of the limestone in this zone of secondary porosity likely occurred during the Wisconsinan
glacial stage of the Pleistocene when sea level was lower than during the preceding interglacial
stages when the Miami Limestone and Key Largo Limestone were formed (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-
928) and fresh groundwater from the Everglades mixed with seawater and discharged through the
zone toward the sea. The coralline vugs within the Key Largo Limestone typically exhibit evidence of
precipitation of secondary minerals (i.e., calcite) (FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.2.2). This finding suggests
that the environment within the Upper Zone of secondary porosity is currently one dominated by
deposition rather than solution. The current position of the freshwater/saltwater interface is
approximately 6 moles (9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (FrAR-Figure 2.4.12-207),
groundwater within the zone of touching-vug porosity is saline (FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-
211), and there is no freshwater shoreline flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater
mixing zone that would promote further dissolution of the limestone within the zone of touching-vug
porosity does not now exist, and development of large underground caverns with the potential for
collapse is not likely within this Upper Zone of secondary porosity. Further, this zone will be
completely removed during excavation of the nuclear island foundations (FSAR-Subsection
2.5.4.5.1).

3.2. Moldic Porosity

Moldic porosity occurs in pockets within the approximate depth interval of O0-to-T76feet418.3 to 22.9
meters) (60 to 75 feet) below current land surface ( 60 t• :75 fet -18.3 to -22.9 meters [-60 to -75
feet] NAVD88) (FSAR-Figures 2.5.1-351, 2.5.1-352, and 2.5.1-353) in the Fort Thompson Formation
and forms the "Leer Zoene Lower Zone of secondary porosity at the site. The origin of this zone is
preferential dissolution of fossil shells and other organic structures rather than the matrix rock within
which they are contained, resulting in void spaces within molds of the structures. Data from drilling
and coring within the zone of moldic porosity during the site subsurface investigation have has shown
the zone not to be laterally persistent but occurring in isolated pockets within sandy zones, with very
few indications of larger voids (i.e., one relatively short rod drop in each of 3 three in a total of 88
geotechnical borings).

Dissolution of the limestone in this zone of secondary porosity likely occurred during the mid-
Pleistocene Epoch when sea level fluctuated to a level lower than when the Fort Thompson
Limestone was formed and fresh groundwater from inland areas discharged through the formation
toward the sea. As noted previously, the Gwrent- position of the freshwater/saltwater interface is
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approximately 6-miles-(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (FSAR-Figure 2.4.12-207),
groundwater within the zone of moldic porosity is saline (FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211),
the long-term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to
1981, is 0-.78-foot-(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206), and there is no
freshwater shoreline flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater mixing zone that would
promote further dissolution of the limestone within the zone of moldic porosity does not now exist and
development of large underground caverns with the potential for collapse is not likely within this
Lower Zone of secondary porosity.

4. Potential! for Formation of Other Types of Carbinate Dissolution Features at the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site (FSAR Subscctions 2.6.1.1.1.1.1.1)

4. POTENTIAL FOR FORMATION OF OTHER TYPES OF CARBONATE
DISSOLUTION FEATURES AT THE TURKEY POINT UNITS

4.1. Carbonate Dissolution Mechanisms

As noted previously, in addition to surficial dissolution, subsurface dissolution in a
freshwater/saltwater mixing zone is an important mechanism for karst formation. This section provides
examples of mixing zones that are currently active mG-rently or have been active in the past in
different environments within the site region, and discusses whether or not the active process in each
example is likely to pose a hazard of carbonate dissolution and karst development at the site. Mixing
zones can occur in both surface water as point source discharge and in groundwater as submarine
groundwater discharge.

4.1.1. Point Source Discharge

Point source discharge is a concentrated flow of spatially constricted fresh surface water into a
saltwater body, and can affect the local water chemistry equilibrium with the potential to alter the rate
of dissolution or deposition of carbonates within the mixing zone in the vicinity of the discharge. An
example of a point source discharge is the outfall of a drainage canal into Biscayne Bay.
Outfalls closest to the site are the Model Land Canal (Cl 07) outfall near the southeast corner of the
Turkey Point cooling freshwater-canals, approximately -mIe-( kilometers) (5 miles) south of
the site, and the Florida City Canal outfall, approximately 1.2-mles (1.9 kilometers) (1.2 miles)
north of the site (F-SAR-Figure 2.4.1-203). Because of their distance from the site and the effects of
variable discharge from the outfalls related to operation of their control structures, variable rainfall,
tidal fluctuations, and hurricanes, neither outfall is likely to induce formation of cavernous limestone
with the potential for collapse at the site.

4.1.2. Submarine Groundwater Discharge

Submarine groundwater discharge is fresh groundwater flow from beneath the sea-floo seafloor into
the overlying ocean. This process can be subdivided into two typesL- shoreline flow and deep pore
water upwelling.

4.1.2.1. Shoreline Flow

Shoreline flow is the movement of groundwater into the ea--sohr-e nearshore ocean driven by an
inland hydraulic head through an aquifer to the neaF shore nearshore mixing zone at the interface of
the freshwater lens near the top of the aquifer and the saltwater wedge near the bottom of the aquifer.
The resulting chemical disequilibrium with respect to calcium carbonate saturation (FSAR Reference
2.5.1-945) promotes dissolution of carbonate rock. The neaF- Shre nearshore groundwater flow
domain has been referred to as a subterranean estuary because of its similarity to the dynamic nature
of a surface estuary with respect to tidal influence and mixing of waters with differing chemistry (FSAR
Reference 2.5.1-946).
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As further discussed in the following subsections, several features identified within the site region
provide evidence of current or former shoreline flow.

Freshwater Springs Near the Shore of Biscayne Bay

As further discussed in F-AR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, fresh groundwater had formerly discharged
along the shoreline east of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge and offshore as submarine freshwater springs in
Biscayne Bay prior- to before lowering of s€ufaGe-water surface water and groundwater levels in
southeast Florida related to construction of drainage canals and withdrawals of groundwater to
support urban development. Saline shoreline springs still exist in the bay. Their flow paths were likely
formed originally by freshwater dissolution. However, their current salinity levels of 8 to 31 g/L (8 to 32
parts per thousand) indicate that the springs no longer discharge freshwater (F-AR-Reference 2.5.1-
954). The current discharge rates from these springs are low. These low discharge rates are most
likely due to blockage by sand and rising sea level. Rising sea level, interception of shallow
groundwater flow by the drainage canals throughout much of southeast Florida, and redistribution of
the discharge to point locations have also caused the fresh groundwater/saltwater interface to move
further inland, resulting in increased salinity of the discharge from the springs. The diminished
discharge and water quality in the shoreline springs suggests that the propensity for further
development of dissolution features by shoreline flow in ReaF-EheFe nearshore areas of southeast
Florida, including the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site, is diminished compared to the prevailing
conditions pr-oit to before redistribution of the groundwater flow.

Cave Development Along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge

Teday, there There are no freshwater springs discharging into Biscayne Bay, primarily due to
interception of groundwater flow by the drainage canals in southeast Florida and the general trend of
rising sea level (F-SAR-Reference 2.4.5-206). However, what remains are the currently dry channels of
past groundwater flow that were formed by dissolution in the shoreline mixing zone. As further
discussed in F-SAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, these are the caves of Miami-Dade County (FSAR
Reference 2.5.1-955 and FSAR-Figure 2.5.1-354).

Most caves of southeastern Florida occur on or along the eastern flanks of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge
or along the edges of transverse glades that cut through the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. This landform
ranges in elevation from approximately 10 to 60 feet-{3 to 15 meters) (10 to 50 feet) above sea level
and averages abeut-6 mile-s4approximately 8 kilometers) (5 miles) widean width. The Atlantic
Coastal Ridge is composed of the Miami Limestone (FSAR-Figures 2.5.1-201 and 2.5.1-217), which
was formed during the two most recent high sea-evel sea level stands of the Pleistocene interglacial
stages (F-SAR-References 2.5.1-405 and 2.5.1-928). As sea level decreased during the Wisconsinan
glacial stage that followed the last interglacial stage, meteoric water infiltrated the emergent portion
of the Miami Limestone and formed a freshwater aquifer. The hydraulic head within the aquifer drove
groundwater to flow toward the sea.
The Atlantic Coastal Ridge caves formed by solution enlargement of sedimentary structures in the
Miami Limestone as groundwater entered the freshwater/saltwater mixing zone and discharged as
shoreline flow on the margin of the coastal ridge. The freshwater/saltwater interface is GUiently
approximately 69miles-(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the coast (FSAR-Figure 2.4.12-207),
groundwater at the site is saline (FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), and the long-term sea
level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 feet
(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206), resulting in shoreline flow at the Turkey
Point Units 6 & 7 site that is brackish to saline. Therefore, the m4.-zen mixing zone process
that formed the caves along the flanks of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge is not likely to be currently
active in formation of cavernous limestone with the potential for collapse in the area of the site.
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Karst Development on Emergent Carbonate Islands in the Bahamas
As further discussed in FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, flank margin caves form on emergent
carbonate islands in the Bahamas as large globular mixing chambers at the freshwater/saltwater
interface near the shoreline. Banana Holes-holes are another karst feature in the Bahamas. These
features form inland from the flank margin caves and near the top of the fresh groundwater lens
where the vadose and phreatic freshwaters mix. Both flank margin caves and banana holes are found
in the Bahamas at elevations of 1 to 6 meters (3.3 to 20 feet) above the current sea level. The caves
likely formed during the Sangamon interglacial stage (FSAR Reference 2.5.1-263), when sea level
was higher than it is now. The process of shoreline flow that formed the flank margin caves may be
active in the Bahamas today, but at an elevation closer to modern sea level. However, similar
processes are not likely to be active currently at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site because of the
absence of fresh groundwater shoreline flow near the site. The wFenWposition of the
freshwater/saltwater interface is approximately 6- miles(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site
(FSAR Figure 2.4.12-207), groundwater at the site is saline (F-SAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-
211), and the long-term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from
1931 to 1981, is 0.78foetW(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206). Therefore, a
freshwater/saltwater mixing zone that would promote carbonate dissolution at the site does not now
exist.

Submarine Paleokarst Sinkhole in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary

As further discussed in FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, a large sediment-filled submarine paleokarst
sinkhole with a diameter of approximately 600 meters (4-1968 1968 feet) and a depth likely to exceed
100 meters (328 feet) has been investigated by Shinn et al. in the Key Largo National Marine
Sanctuary off Key Largo, Florida (F-SAR-Reference 2.5.3-228). Shinn et al. postulate that the Key
Largo submarine paleokarst sinkhole is a cenote that developed during the Pleistocene. As sea level
rose during recession of the last (Wisconsinan) glacial stage, a freshwater lake in the bottom of the
sinkhole would have deepened as the groundwater level adjusted to the rising sea level. Infilling of
the sinkhole most likely began with precipitated freshwater calcite muds (i.e., marl). The area of the
sinkhole eventually became engulfed by the sea, marine sedimentation ensued and the area evolved
to the current marine environment, at which point conditions conducive for continued limestone
dissolution and sinkhole formation no longer existed.

As noted previously, because the Guent position of the freshwater/saltwater interface is
approximately 6-miles-(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (FSAR Figure 2.4.12-207),
groundwater at the site is saline (FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), and the long--term sea
level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 foet
(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206), there is no fresh groundwater shoreline
flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater mixing zone that would promote carbonate
dissolution at the site does not now exist, and the process of shoreline flow that formed the Key
Largo submarine paleokarst sinkhole is not a mechanism that is likely to produce cavernous
limestone with the potential for collapse at the site.

Blue Holes in Eastern South Andros Island, Bahamas

As further discussed in FSAPSubsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, the blue holes beneath South Andros
Island, Bahamas, are surface openings leading to an extensive system of submarine caves
developed along neaF-shere nearshore fracture systems. Formation of the blue holes, which reach
depths exceeding 100 meters, began during a previous eustatic sea -level sea level low stand
associated with advance of continental glaciation during the Pleistocene. Circulation of fresh
groundwater to the blue holes is facilitated by the fracture permeability that exists within the fracture
systems in the carbonate rock. Mixing of fresh
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groundwater and seawater in the fracture systems has facilitated dissolution of the rock and vertical
development of the blue holes as sea level rose during one or more interglacial stage(s) of the
Pleistocene.

A similar near-shore fracture system has not been identified in the limestones within the area of the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site. As noted previously, the iuw-eet position of the freshwater/saltwater
interface is approximately 6-mni-s-49.6 kilometersl (6 miles) inland from the site (F-SAR-Figure 2.4.12-
207), groundwater at the site is saline (F-SAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), the long--term sea
level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 foot
(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206), and there is no fresh groundwater
shoreline flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater mixing zone that would promote
carbonate dissolution at the site does not now exist. For these reasons, conditions favorable for
formation of dissolution features similar to the blue holes of the Bahamas do not appear to exist in
the site area.

Karst Development on the Yucatan Peninsula, Quintana Roo, Mexico

The Yucatan Peninsula is outside of the 200-mile radius "site region,"- but karst development there
provides evidence of former shoreline flow and, therefore, is discussed here. As further discussed in
FSAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, caves have formed in the Yucatan Peninsula along the margin of
the discharging fresh groundwater lens as a result of freshwater/saltwater mixing near the coast.

Cave sediment fill, speleothem, and ceiling-level data indicate multiple phases of cave development.
These multiple phases are associated with glacio-eustatic changes in sea level. Because of the
continued accretion of carbonate rocks along the coast during the Pleistocene, caves that are now
located in the interior of the Yucatan Peninsula were near the coast during past sea level high stands
and have gone through multiple phases of development Which that-alternate between active phreatic
enlargement and vadose incision and sedimentation. Collapse of the cave roofs on the Yucatan
Peninsula is extensive and ubiquitous, which results in development of crown-collapse surface
cenotes. Collapse is a result of the large roof spans caused by lateral expansion of passages at the
level of the mixing zone, the low strength of the poorly cemented Pleistocene limestones, and the
withdrawal of buoyant support during sea level low stands.
The greater topographic relief of the cenotes terrain of the Yucatan Peninsula provides a stark
contrast with the flat topography seen at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and in the available
bathymetric data for the near-site area of Biscayne Bay. The apparent origin of the greater
topographic relief and a much more developed karst regime in the cenotes terrain of the Yucatan
Peninsula relative to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and its vicinity is the relatively high rate of fresh
groundwater discharge from a large inland watershed in the Yucatan that produces a more robust
mixing zone and more carbonate dissolution (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-965). The absence of a more
developed karst topography and an active mixing zone near the site (because of the ru.F.e.t location
of the freshwater/saltwater interface as shown in FSSAR-Figure 2.4.12-207 and the presence of saline
groundwater at the site as demonstrated by FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211) suggests that
the process of shoreline flow that is instrumental in forming the caves on the Yucatan Peninsula is not
a mechanism that is likely to produce cavernous limestone with the potential for collapse at the site.

4.1.2.2. Deep Pore Water Upwelling

Deep pore water upwelling is the flow of fresh groundwater through deep confined permeable
sediments and rocks on the Off Shree offshore continental shelf, driven by buoyancy as well as
hydraulic pressure and thermal gradients. Evidence of current or former deep pore water upwelling is
provided by the following.
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Submarine Paleokarst Sinkholes Beneath Biscayne Bay

Cunningham and Walker (F-SAR-References 2.5.1-958 and 2.5.1-989) conducted a study east of the
Miami terrace using high-resolution, multichannel seismic-reflection data. The data exhibits
disturbances in parallel seismic reflections that correspond to the carbonate rocks of the Floridan
aquifer system and the lower part of the overlying intermediate confining unit. The disturbances in the
seismic reflections are indicative of structural deformation in carbonate rocks of Eocene to middle
Miocene age. As discussed further in F-SAR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, the deformation is interpreted
by Cunningham and Walker to be related to collapsed paleocaves and includes fractures, faults, and
seismic-sag structural systems. The study suggests alternative mechanisms that might have led to
formation of the caves, including dissolution due to deep pore water upwelling.

Regardless of the formative process, the geophysical data indicates the absence of deformation in
rocks younger than middle Miocene (F-SARFigures 2.5.1-357, 2.5.1-358, and 2.5.1-359). This finding
suggests that, if the same mechanism had been active at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site during the
Eocene, none of the strata younger than middle Miocene would be deformed. These younger strata
include the Miami Limestone, Key Largo Limestone, Fort Thompson Formation, Tamiami Formation,
and Peace River Formation. The total thickness of this section at the site is approximately 460-feet
(137.2 meters) (450 feet) (FSAR-Figure 2.5.1-332). Deformation of rocks below this depth is not likely
to pose a threat of surface collapse at the site.

Crescent Beach Spring and Red Snapper Sink

Crescent Beach is located on a barrier island near St. Augustine, in northeast Florida. They are
outside of the 200-mile radius "site region,"7 but the spring and sink are evidence of deep pore water
upwelling and warrant discussion here. As further discussed in F-AR-Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1,
Crescent Beach Spring is a freshwater submarine spring located abou approximately 4 kilometers
(2.5 miles) east of Crescent Beach and is considered a first-order spring with a flow rate of greater
than 40 cubic meters per second (634,000 gallons per minute) (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-946). The
spring is located at a depth of 18 meters (59 feet) in the Atlantic Ocean, and erosion of confining
strata to a depth of 38 meters (125 feet) at the mouth of the vent has enabled direct hydrologic
communication of confined groundwater in the Floridan Aquifer with coastal bottom waters.
The Red Snapper Sink is located abou approximately 42 kilometers (26 miles) off of Crescent
Beach and is incised about approximately 127 meters (417 feet) into the continental shelf at a water
depth of 28 meters (99 feet). Divers investigating the sink observed that seawater was flowing into
small caves at its base, indicating possible recharge to the Floridan Aquifer, and that the water in the
bottom of the sink was similar in salinity and sulfate content to ambient seawater. According to Moore
(F-SAR-Reference 2.5.1-946), Red Snapper Sink was similar to Crescent Beach Spring before the
piezometric head was lowered along the coast due to human activities and rising sea level.

The existence of Crescent Beach Spring and, by inference, Red Snapper Sink, indicates the
presence of abundant fresh groundwater within confined aquifers on the continental shelf. Breaching
of the confining layer overlying such aquifers by erosional or tectonic mechanisms has the potential
to create similar submarine springs on the shelf off southern Florida. No capable faults that could
induce a breach of the confining layer have been identified in the site vicinity (FSAR-Subsection
2.5.3.6). Groundwater in the Biscayne Aquifer (the surficial aquifer) is saline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and
2.4.12- 211). Therefore, dissolution of carbonate rocks in the vicinity of deep pore water upwelling
from this aquifer into the overlying ocean is not probable. At the site, the underlying Tamiami
Formation and Hawthorne Group combined comprise more than approximately 600feet-(152
meters) (500 feet) of low-permeability rocks and sediments that overlie and confine the Floridan
Aquifer (FS-AR-Figures 2.4.12-202 and 2.4.12-204). Deep pore water upwelling generally occurs well
off-shore, where the slope of
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the shelf is steeper and erosion of this thickness of confining sediments is more likely. For this reason,
carbonate dissolution associated with deep pore water upwelling from the Floridan Aquifer is not likely
to pose a threat of surface collapse or sinkhole hazard at the site.

4.2- Effect of Sea Level Fluctuation on Migration of the Freshwater/Saltwater
Interface (FSAR Subscctien 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1)

Groundwater within the Biscayne Aquifer is saline in the area of the site (FSAR-Tables 2.4.12-210 and
2.4.12-211). Dissolution of limestone generally occurs where fresh, weakly acidic groundwater
circulates through soluble carbonate rock or within zones of mixing fresh and seawater (F-SAR
References 2.5.1-263 and 2.5.1-965). The freshwater/saltwater interface within the Biscayne Aquifer
is currently located approximately 6 miles (9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (FSAR-Figure
2.4.12-207), and the long-term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on
data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78-fcet"(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Reference 2.4.5-206).
Therefore, the site is not eu•ently a location of fresh groundwater discharge or mixing of fresh and
saltwater, and the mechanism necessary to form large solution cavities does not appear to be active
on or near the site.
A rise in sea level will increase the ocean hydrostatic head and tend to force intrusion of the
freshwater/saltwater interface further inland and away from the site. Therefore, the mixing zone
mechanism necessary to increase the potential for carbonate dissolution and formation of large
solution cavities on or near the site will not exist. Collapse of solution cavities is generally associated
with lowering of groundwater levels and withdrawal of buoyant support. A rising sea level will counter
this effect.

Conversely, any potential lowering of sea level would tend to move the freshwater/saltwater interface
seaward and toward the site. However, the long-term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as
estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.7-9 feet (0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century
(Reference 2.4.5-206), and sea level has been rising throughout the current interglacial stage of the
Holocene. A significant lowering of sea level is not likely to occur until a future advance of continental
glaciation, which is not likely to occur within the operating lifetime of the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7
plant. The magnitude of sea-level sea level lowering and the corresponding time necessary to move
the interface to a location within the area of the site is not likely to occur within the lifetime of the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 plant (FSAR-Reference 2.4.5-206). Therefore, increased carbonate
dissolution or formation of large solution cavities on or near the site due to a lowering of sea level is
not likely to occur during construction or operation of the plant.

4.3, Potential for Sinkhole Development During Site
Construction (FSAR Subs,-ti-n 2.5.4.5.4 and 2.5.4.6.2)

The deepest excavations during plant construction will be approximately 36 feet-(10.7 meters) (35
feet) below the current grade level (FSAR-Subsections 2.5.4.5.4 and 2.5.4.6.2). This depth is also
approximately 3-feet-(10.7 meters) (35 feet) below the water table (Appendix 2.4.2 2AA). The
current plan to provide temporary ground support and control groundwater during site construction
is discussed in Section 5.1 and in FSAR-Subsection 2.5.4.6.2.

Construction of the proposed reinforced concrete diaphragm walls and grout plug is expected to
provide a low-permeability barrier to groundwater flow that will minimize seepage into the foundation
excavations and lowering of the hydrostatic head within the Biscayne Aquifer surrounding the
excavations. Dewatering requirements during construction are expected to be greatly reduced by use
of these construction techniques. Change in hydrostatic stress or reduction of buoyant support of the
limestone due to lowering of groundwater levels within the Biscayne Aquifer related to construction
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dewatering is expected to be negligible and not to induce carbonate dissolution, cavity formation, or
sinkhole collapse.

5. Clarification of issues Related to interpretation of Data From the Subsurface Investigatn
at the Tuirkcy Point Units 6 & 7 Site

5. CLARIFICATION OF ISSUES RELATED TO INTERPRETATION OF DATA
FROM THE SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION AT THE TURKEY POINT UNITS 6 & 7 SITE

5.1. Assumptions in the Interpretation of the Microgravity Survey Data
(F-SAR Subsections 2.5.1.2.4 and 2.55.1.1.21•)4

As further discussed in P.SAR-Subsection 2.5.4.4.5, a microgravity geophysical survey was conducted
within the footprint of the nuclear islands at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site. The objective of the
geophysical surveys was to identify subsurface voids that may pose a risk of collapse. Density is the
property measured by a microgravity survey. Gravity anomalies occur where there is sufficient
contrast in density of materials. The magnitude and, therefore, the detectability of a microgravity
anomaly anomaly is dependent upon depends on the density contrast between the target feature
and its surrounding rock and the size, depth and location of the target with respect to the survey line.
The density values used to interpret and model the subsurface density distribution at the site were
determined by laboratory testing of soil and rock samples from the site, published literature, and
experience conducting similar geophysical surveys in southern Florida.

Repeated measurements at 22 percent (135) of the microgravity stations at the site produced an
average deviation of approximately 3 microgals (pGals) (PSAR-Subsection 2.5.4.4.5.1). Therefore,
anomalies equal to or greater than 10 pGals should be routinely detectable above the noise related to
instrumentation and measurement variability. In general, subsurface structures approximated as
spherical in shape can be detected at a depth to their center of approximately two times their effective
diameter at the 10 pGal detection threshold. A spherical cavity provides the most conservative
analysis because it contains the most compact form of "missing mass" and, therefore, produces the
smallest gravity anomaly for a given cavity diameter.

Under more geologically plausible conditions, cavities formed by karst dissolution would require at
least one entrance and one exit conduit and would approximate a more detectable horizontal
cylindrical shape. A water-filled horizontal conduit 1-0feet-(3 meters) (10 feet) in diameter
theoretically would be near the conservatively chosen detection threshold of 10 pGal if centered
within the Key Largo Limestone at a depth of 40-feet-(12.2 meters) (40 feet). In contrast, a water-
filled spherical cavity at the same depth would have to be 2 feet-{7.6 meters) (25 feet) or more in
diameter to be detected (FSAR-Subsection 2.5.4.4.5.1). On this basis, it is reasonable to assume
that, if a roughly horizontal and cylindrical underground cavity sufficiently large to pose a risk of
surface collapse (on the order of 4-14eet-[3 metersl [10 feet] in diameter) were present beneath one
of the microgravity survey lines at the depth of the bottom of the nuclear island foundations
(approximately 35 feet[10.7 meters] [35 feet], FSAR-Subsections 2.5.4.5.4 and 2.5.4.6.2), it would be
detectable in the microgravity data.

Lateral resolution of microgravity survey data is limited by the spacing between measurements and
the geometry of the subsurface target. Because a gravimeter measures the vertical component of the
earth's gravitational field, as the lateral offset between a buried target and the survey line increases,
the vertical component of the gravitational acceleration due to the target is reduced and a smaller
anomaly will be measured. Very shallow targets produce short wavelength (narrow) anomalies,
whereas deeper targets produce longer wavelength (wide) anomalies. As spacing between two
targets becomes smaller, the ability to resolve the two diminishes because their anomalies merge into
one.
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Based on review of the complete geophysical data set, there is no evidence for the presence of large
paleokarst sinkholes or large open voids within the survey area. However, resolution of the
geophysical data diminishes with increasing depth, decreasing cavity size, and increasing offset from
survey lines, introducing an element of uncertainty regarding the interpretation of these-this data at
and below the approximate depth of the nuclear island foundations.
To reduce uncertainties in the resolution and interpretation of microgravity data with depth and offset
from geophysical survey lines and boreholes, a second microgravity survey at the base of the
excavations for the nuclear island foundations is proposed. As further discussed in FSAR-Subsections
2.5.4.5.4 and 2.5.4.6.2, the current plan to provide temporary ground support and control groundwater
while excavating is to install (puior to before-excavation) reinforced concrete diaphragm walls from
the ground surface to approximately elevation -6Q4eet( -18.3 meters) (-60 feet) NAVD88 on all four
sides of the excavation and an approximately 26 feet (7.6 meter) (25-foot) thick grout plug
throughout the entire area within the diaphragm walls in the elevation interval from approximately -35
te160feet-10.7 to -18.3 meters) (-35 to -60 feet) NAVD88 (immediately below the bottom of the
foundations). The objective of the grout plug is to fill voids that may exist beneath the nuclear island
excavations and to reduce vertical groundwater seepage into the excavations.
It is anticipated that the density of the grout plug will be similar to that of the rock on which the nuclear
islands will be founded (Key Largo Limestone). Therefore, the grout plug effectively will be transparent
to the proposed microgravity survey and the survey should be capable of detecting an anomaly
produced by a water-filled cavity that is 0- feet-(3 meters) (10 feet) in diameter if it is roughly the
shape of a horizontal cylinder, or 2.%feet-(7.6 meters) (25 feet) in diameter if it is roughly spherical,
centered approximately 40Qfeet-(12.2 meters) (40 feet) below the base of the excavation (and 45-feet
[4.6 meters] [15 feet] below the bottom of the grout plug). Preliminary estimates indicate that a
hypothetical solution cavity with an approximate diameter of ,0-feet (9.1 meters) (30 feet) at a depth
immediately below elevation -604eet-(-18.3 meters) (-60 feet) NAVD 88 would have a negligible effect
on the stability of the nuclear island foundation.

5.2. Significance of Rod Drops as Indicators of Possible Subsurface Cavities
(FSAR SubsnercAtions 2 5 1 21 a;nd 2.5 4 1 2.)

A "rod drop" occurs when, while drilling, the bit encounters a relatively soft zone or void and the drill
head and rod string suddenly advances at a rate much faster than the rate when drilling the overlying
more competent material. A rod drop can also occur during standard penetration testing (SP-T) when
the weight of the string of drill rods is sufficient to advance the SPT standard penetration testing
sampler at the bottom of the borehole without additional blows of the sampling hammer. The
occurrence of a rod drop indicates the presence of very soft or very loose material, which can be
interpreted as void or cavity infill or as inter bedd interbedded materials with substantially
different hardness or compactness. Alternatively, a rod drop could indicate that the drill or sampler
might have penetrated a cavity that is only partially filled with soft or loose material. Rod drops are
typically noted on a geotechnical borehole log as weight of rods ("WOR") or weight of hammer
("WOH") in reference to the number of hammer blows required to advance the sampler (for example,
in geotechnical boring logs for borings B-637 and B-738 in FSAR Reference 2.5.1-708).

It can be noted that each of the 88 geotechnical borings drilled in support of the detailed site
subsurface investigation was advanced to a minimum depth of 100 feet-(30.5 meters) (100 feet), with
many drilled to 450 feet (4 5.7 meters) (150 feet) or more, and none encountered large paleokarst
sinkholes or large open voids. As further discussed in FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.2.4, throughout a total
of approximately 9,000 feet (2,744 meters) 2744 meters (9000 feet) of drilling, relatively small (0.5
to 4 feet) (0.15 to 1.2 meters) rod drops were encountered once in each of only 6 borings (FSAR
Reference 2.5.1-708). The locations of the borings in which rod drops occurred are shown in FSAR
Figure 2.5.1-378.
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None of the recorded rod drops occurred in borings drilled in either nuclear island. Two of the rod
drops occurred within the Miami Limestone (B-637 and B-805), which will be completely removed
beneath the nuclear islands. One of the rod drops (B-714) occurred at the bottom of the Fort
Thompson Formation, as the drill penetrated the sand at the top of the Tamiami Formation. The
remaining three rod drops (B-738, B-811, and B-814) occurred within sandy zones in the Fort
Thompson Formation.

Groundwater levels monitored in onsite observation wells indicate a consistent site-wide upward
vertical flow potential within the Biscayne Aquifer (F-SAR Table 2.4.12-204). The geotechnical logs of
the boreholes in which the rod drops occurred indicate that, except for the two drops that occurred in
the Miami Limestone, the drops occurred as the drill or sampler advanced from relatively competent
rock into a more sandy zone. In this situation, the upward hydrostatic head within the aquifer may
have caused an upward blowout of the sand into the borehole when the confining layer above the
sand was breached. The rod drops may have occurred not because the drill or sampler encountered
very soft or very loose material indicative of void infill, but because liquefaction of the sand in the
blowout zone reduced its bearing capacity to less than the down-pressure on the drill or the weight of
the rod string.

5.3. Significance of Closed Contours on the Key Largo Isopach Map
(FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.2.2)

Isopach and structure contour maps for the Key Largo Limestone and Fort Thompson Formation
illustrate the thickness and surface topography of these units, which may show evidence for
subsurface voids in either unit. These maps are included here as Figures 2.5AA-207, 2.5AA-208,
2.5AA -209, and 2.5AA -210. Geologic cross-sections A-A', B-B', C-C' and D-D' have also been
revised. The locations of their surface traces are shown on Figures 2.5AA-207, 2.5AA -208, 2.5AA -
209, and 2.5AA -210. Two versions of each of the four cross-sections are provided. Cross-sections
in the first set (Figures 2.5AA-211, 2.5AA -212, 2.5AA -213, and 2.5AA -214) are truncated at the
elevation of -200feet (-61 meters) (-200 feet) NAVD 88 and depict the subsurface stratigraphy with
a vertical exaggeration of 12 to 1. Figures 2.5AA-215, 2.5AA -216, 2.5AA -217 and 2.5AA -201
depict a thicker section of the subsurface stratigraphy on the same cross-sections with a vertical
exaggeration of only 4 to 1.
Comparison of Figure 2.5AA-207 (Isopach Map of the Key Largo Limestone) and Figure 2.5AA-208
(Structure Contour Map of the Top of the Fort Thompson Formation) suggests that there is no strong
correlation between the thickness of the Key Largo Limestone and the topography at the top of the
Fort Thompson Formation. There are no GO-Iecated colocated and similarly oriented closed-contour
depressions on the two maps. This observation suggests the absence of a large collapse feature
within the Fort Thompson Formation that extends upward into the Key Largo Limestone. The broad
depressions with 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 meters) (2 to 3 feet) of relief shown on the top of the Fort
Thompson Formation in the vicinity of borings B-634 and B-729 (Figure 2.5AA-208) may be an
expression of paleodrainage. That paleodrainage may be reflected in the broad, relatively thin zones
in the same areas of the Key Largo Limestone shown on Figure 2.5AA-207. This relationship may be
a reflection of the underlying topography on which the Key Largo Limestone was deposited.

Similarly, there does not appear to be a strong correlation between Figure 2.5AA-208 and Figure
2.5AA-209 (Structure Contour Map of the Top of the Key Largo Limestone). Although both maps show
a depression in the area of soil boring B-727, the topographic relief within the depression on the
surface of the Fort Thompson Formation in this area is approximately 2.6eet(0.8 meters) (2.5 feet),
whereas the topographic relief in the depression on the surface of the overlying Key Largo Limestone
in the same area is approximately 10 feet (3 meters) (10 feet). It seems unlikely that subsidence of
about 24-feet40.8 meters) (2.5 feet) in the Fort Thompson Formation due to collapse of a
hypothetical solution cavity would induce corresponding subsidence of about 40 feet (3 meters) (10
feet) in the Key Largo Limestone.
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It can be noted that, with one exception, in the few instances where closed-contour depressions have
been mapped on the structure contour and isopach maps, the topographic relief within the
depressions is no more than onc Or tWO feet (0.3 to 0.6 meters) (1 or 2 feet). This observation
suggests that the topography of the top surface of both the Key Largo Limestone and Fort Thompson
Formation is relatively flat. The one exception is on the top of the Key Largo Limestone (Figure
2.5AA-209) in the vicinity of boring B-706, where the topographic relief is approximately 6-feet-(1.8
meters) (6 feet). Comparison with the isopach map of the Key Largo Limestone (Figure 2.5AA-207)
reveals that boring B-706 is within a broad area of thinning of the unit that may be an expression of
paleodrainage.

The structure contour map of the top of the Key Largo Limestone (Figure 2.5AA-209) does not
correlate strongly with the locations of the vegetated depressions onsite ("mangroves" in FSAR Figure
2.5.4-223). This finding suggests that the dissolution that has occurred within and beneath these
vegetated depressions has not greatly affected the top of the Key Largo Limestone.

Similarly, the structure contour map of the top of the Key Largo Limestone (Figure 2.5AA-209) does
not correlate strongly with data from the microgravity geophysical survey (FSAR-Figure 2.5.4-228),
which provides an interpretation of the depth to which dissolution has produced softer rock with
possible small voids within the Miami Limestone and Key Largo Limestone (FSAR Figure 2.5.4-226
and 2.5.4-227). This finding suggests that the depressions on Figure 2.5AA-209 do not indicate areas
of dissolution that fully penetrate the overlying Miami Limestone and extend down into the Key Largo
Limestone. However, it should be noted that the elevations of the bottom of the depressions on Figure
2.5AA-209 (32-te-,o3feet[-9.8 to -10.7 meters) [-32 to -35 feet] NAVD 88) appear to be near the limit
at which the microgravity survey can resolve structures of interest (FSAR-Figure 2.5.4-227).
The probable origin of the depressions on the top of the Key Largo Limestone (Figure 2.5AA-209) is
deposition that was influenced by paleodrainage features in the underlying Fort Thompson
Formation. The depressions may also reflect restricted areas where syndepositional erosion or
relatively little deposition occurred within a shallow patch reef environment.
A second possible mechanism for their formation is that the depressions in the top of the Key Largo
Limestone formed by subaerial surficial dissolution during a low sea level stand of the late
Pleistocene. It is widely believed (PSAR References 2.5.1-405 and 2.5.1-928) that deposition of the
Key Largo Limestone and the overlying Miami Limestone occurred during the two most recent sea
level high stands associated with Pleistocene interglacial stages (the Sangamonian and the preceding
Yarmouthian), when sea level was near or several meters higher than the modern ocean. The
Sangamonian and Yarmouthian interglacial stages correspond to the Q5 and Q4 time-stratigraphic
sequences defined by Perkins (FSAR-Reference 2.5.1-990) and adopted by other investigators.
Subaerial dissolution of the Key Largo Limestone would have to have occurred during the downward
fluctuation in sea level that followed the Q4 period. Deposition of the overlying Miami Limestone would
have to have occurred during the subsequent Q5 period when sea level again rose.

6. Conclusions

Two types of features related to carbonate dissolution have been identified by the geotechnical
subsurface investigation at the site. These features are vegetated depressions and zones of
secondary porosity. Neither of these features is believed to pose a hazard of sinkhole development or
foundation instability at the site. The vegetated depressions are surficial solution features formed by a
subaerial, epigenic process of dissolution caused by downward seepage of slightly acidic meteoric
groundwater in the near-surface carbonate rock. The zones of secondary porosity are microkarst
Fmisef kaFrt features formed in the subsurface by solution enlargement of touching-vug and moldic
porosity within former mixing zones at the interface of fresh groundwater and saltwater. The zones of
secondary porosity provide pathways of preferential groundwater flow.
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An Upper Zone of secondary porosity has formed in a zone of touching-vug porosity near the contact
of the Miami Limestone and the Key Largo Limestone. A Lower Zone of secondary porosity has
formed in a zone of moldic porosity in the underlying Fort Thompson Formation. The mixing zone in
which the Upper Zone of secondary porosity formed was active at the site during the Wisconsinan
advance of continental glaciation when the eustatic sea level was approximately 100 meters lower
than the modern ocean. The Lower Zone of secondary porosity formed in a mixing zone during an
earlier sea level low-stand of the Pleistocene that followed a sea level high-stand during which the
Fort Thompson Formation was deposited.

The process that formed the vegetated depressions at the site and its vicinity is ongoing. However,
the depressions appear to be no more than approximately 20-feet (6.1 meters- (20 feet) deep and are
not subject to collapse into an underground cavity. The stratigraphic interval in which they occur will
be removed completely during excavation of the nuclear islands. Because gGroundwater at the site
is Gusenlysaline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), the fresh-9gruntdwater/saltwater interface is
approximately 6 miles (9.6,kilemeters) inland from the site (Figure 2.4.12-207), and mean sea level
rise trend near the site is rising approximately 0.78 foot in 100 years,. Therefore, a frssh
...... dt....c+•altatr m•iin .. one that would promote further carbonate dissolution in a fresh
groundwaterlsaltwater mixing zone by the process of shoreline flow is not likely to develop
Within the zones of secondarzy porosity doee not now e**ist at the site. Consequently, development of
large underground cGaer,, at the site voids with the potential for collapse i46eRtIikel and formation
of sinkholes at the site.

Structure contour and isopach maps for the Key Largo Limestone and Fort Thompson Formation and
cross-sections prepared with data from the site geotechnical subsurface investigation do not suggest
the existence of large underground caverns or sinkholes. This conclusion is supported by the data
from a multi-method surface geophysical survey designed to detect large subsurface cavities that
might produce foundation instability in the nuclear islands (within the limits of the survey imposed by
decreasing resolution with increasing depth, decreasing cavity size, and increasing offset from survey
lines).

Because of the planned method of groundwater control during site construction, no significant change
in groundwater level or associated hydrodynamic stress that might lead to formation of sinkholes is
anticipated. Similarly, changes in sea level and associated groundwater level that might occur during
the operational life of the plant are not likely to increase the potential for formation of large
underground cavities or foundation instability at the site.
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Table 2.5AA-201

Tabulated Data on Area and Distribution of Vegetated Patches

Density of Mean patch St. dev. Min MaxCircle Surface No. of patches area (M2) of patch area areaArea Type patches (per mi 2) area (M2) (M2) (M2)

1 Subaerial 67 237 780 1420 20 7910
2 Subaerial 55 195 540 640 40 2440
3 Primarily 67 237 180 150 20 700

submarine
4 4(a) Submarine 51 Na) 180 320 290 30 1420

'(a) Mapping does not cover the entire area of the circle because the area of the circle extends beyond the area of aerial
photo coverage; therefore, count is absolute minimum.
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Figure 2.5AA-201 Cross-Section D-D' (Vertical Exaggeration = 4:1)

This figure appears in FSAR Section 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-389
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Figure 2.5AA-202 Google Earth Image of Biscayne Bay Adjacent to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site Showing
Possible Alignments of Vegetated Patches

Source: Reference 26AA-202
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Figure 2.5AA-203 Areas Evaluated for Size and Density of Vegetated Patches

25'25'N

Source: See References 207 and 233 in Subsection 2.5.3 2.6.3 233 and 2.6.3-207
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Figure 2.5AA-204 Close-Up View of Potential Semicircular Arrangement of Vegetated Patches

Source: Reference 2,6AA-203
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Figure 2.5AA-205 Geogle-Earth Image of the Sinkhole Reported by Shinn et al.

Source: Reference 2.6AA 204
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Figure 2.5AA-206 Aerial Photo (1994) of Biscayne Bay Adjacent to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site

Source: Reference 2-6AA-205
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Figure 2.5AA-207 Isopach Map of the Key Largo Limestone
This figure appears in FSAR SeGtieSubsection 2.5.1 as
Figure 2.5.1-342
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Figure 2.5AA-208 Structure Contour Map of the Top of the Fort Thompson Formation
This figure appears in FSAR SeetienSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-343
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Figure 2.5AA-209, Structure Contour Map of the Top of the Key Largo Limestone
This figure appears in FSAR SentienSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-349
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Figure 2.5AA-210, Isopach Map of the Fort Thompson Formation
This figure appears in FSAR SeGtienSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-344
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Figure 2.5AA-2117 Cross-Section A-A' Truncated (Vertical Exaggeration = 12:1)
This figure appears in FSAR SeGfi.nSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-338
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Figure 2.5AA-212z Cross-Section B-B' Truncated (Vertical Exaggeration = 12:1)
This figure appears in FSAR SeGtienSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-339
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Figure 2.5AA-213• Cross-Section C-C' Truncated (Vertical Exaggeration = 12:1)
This figure appears in FSAR Sel~tionSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-340
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Figure 2.5AA-214.- Cross-Section D-D' TruncatedO " 'Truncated' (Vertical
Exaggeration = 12:1)

This figure appears in FSAR Se•tionSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-341
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Figure 2.5AA-215T Cross-Section A-A' (Vertical Exaggeration = 4:1)
This figure appears in FSAR SeGtionSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-386
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Figure 2.5AA-216. Cross-Section B-B' (Vertical Exaggeration = 4:1)
This figure appears in FSAR SGfionSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-387
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Figure 2.5AA-217, Cross-Section C-C' (Vertical Exaggeration = 4:1)
This figure appears in FSAR SeGtinSubsection 2.5.1 as Figure 2.5.1-388
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 will be revised in several instances as indicated below
and as indicated to the response to RAI 2.5.1-14, concerning the Walkers Cay fault.

Mesozoic Normal Faults of the Bahama Platform

As described above, the openings of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean led to the
development of Mesozoic normal faults that extended the basement beneath the Florida
and Bahama Platforms. No detailed maps of the entire subsurface Bahama Platform exist,
but limited mapping of such faults has been done in conjunction with large-scale seismic
surveys. For example, Austin et al. (Reference 432785) identify seven normal faults
cutting a Cretaceous horizon in the Exuma Sound, and -a seismic line in the Straits of
Florida identified several minor normal faults cutting strata above a mid-Cretaceous
shallow- water carbonate platform at a depth of 940 meters (3084 feet) below the
seafloor horizon (Figure 2.5.1-274). More commonly, the basement of the Bahama
Platform is depicted as a series of fault blocks with syn -eGte•,-. syntectonic Triassic to
Jurassic strata, draped by undeformed -Cretaceous strata (Figures 2.5.1-264 and 2.5.1-
243).

Santaren Anticline

The northwest-trending detachment fold that primarily affects Cretaceous to Miocene
strata and represents the northern limit of the Cuban fold-thrust belt (Reference 501)-
(Figure 2.5.1-229 and 2.5.1-350). Initial work indicated that folding initiated in the Late
Cretaceous, reached maximum expression in the early Cenozoic, and experienced
differential compaction in the late Cenozoic (Reference 501), a timeline consistent with
the end of Cuban orogeny in the latest Eocene:-.

The northwest-trending detachment fold that affects Cretaceous to Miocene strata and represents
the northern limit of the Cuban fold-thrust belt (Reference 501) (Figure 2.5.1-229). Initial work
indicated that folding initiated in the Late Cretaceous, reached maximum expression in the early
Cenozoic, and experienced differential compaction in the late Cenozoic (Reference 501), a timeline
consistent with the end of Cuban orogeny in the latest Eocene.

Detailed analysis of the stratigraphy indicates that the syn-tectonic growth strata may range in age
from Eocene to Late Pliocene. The analysis was also used to infer Pliocene or potential Quaternary
activity on the structure (References 477 and 479)..However, this detailcd stratigraphic. analysis

fold uplift rate of 0.03 millimetcryslyear characterizing the antiline aftcr approximately 20sma
(Reference 479). Laycr E (19.2 Ma) is the oldest laycr that ovcrlaps, rathei than enlaps, the
Santaren anticline, and rcpresents a transition to much lower fold growth Fatcs (Figure 2.5.1
278). Most strata younger than 15 Ma drape acr.oss the fold crest maintaining constant bed
thin agess, but some beds do thin aEcross the anticline (Refactv roh 479) (Ftioge 2.5.1 278).
After deposition of layer- L (5.6 Ma), individual modeled fold uplift rates arc essentially zero;-
the largest uplift rate of 0.08 mmlyr oeurs in layer L2 (Referenne 479). The youngest interva!h
four ahich a non zero uplift rate was calcultled wia the M2-M3 interval, which has a 0.05
mmlyr fold uplift rate (Reference 479). This could be the result of intermittent fold uplift (e.g.,
Reference 479) or sedimentary processes, such as localized bottom-current erosion and sediment
compaction (e.g., Reference 501). The preponderance of data indicate that this structure is Tertiary
in age, predominantly active in the Eocene, with waning activity throughout the Miocene. The fold
may be rooted in Jurassic evaporites, the Punta Allegre formation (References 307 and 477), which
could account for this structure's apparent longevity without clear tectonic mechanisms.
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Cuban Fold-and-Thrust Belt

North American passive margin strata are deformed in a series of north-vergent imbricate
thrusts and anticlines along the northern edge of Cuba (Figures 2.5.1-248, 2.5.1-251,
2.5.1-252, 2.5.1-279, 2.5.1-280, and 2.5.1-281). These faults and folds are exposed
onshore, particularly in western Cuba, but imaged with seismic data offshore, within about
20 miles (32 kilometers) of the Cuban coastline (References 221, 484, and 485) (Figure

2.5.1-248). Syn teetG.4 Syntectonic strata of foreland and piggyback basins are well
dated onshore and indicate that the thrust faulting is Eocene in age (References 220, 485,
and 439). In two offshore seismic lines, Reference 497 indicates that north-vergent
thrusts terminate either above an Upper Cretaceous horizon (Figure 2.5.1-281), or just
below a Tertiary horizon (Figure 2.5.1-280). Based upon on a series of north-northeast-
trending seismic lines extending north from the Cuban shoreline in the Straits of Florida,
Moretti et al. (Reference 484) conclude that the foreland fold and thrust belt developed in the
Eocene and indicate that post-tectonic Tertiary and Quaternary sediments are undeformed
by the thrusts. For example, in Figure 2.5.1-287, seismic horizons are not traced near
the imbricate thrusts, but the faults terminate upward between 0.3 and 0.7 seconds
below the seafloor (two-way travel time). Moretti et al. (Reference 484) do note occasional
Miocene reactivations of either the early Tertiary thrusts or Jurassic normal faults. On the
basis of well-dated Eocene syn-teGtenie syntectonic strata, published structural
interpretations indicating unfaulted Quaternary strata above these structures offshore).and
unfaulted Pleistocene and younger terraces along the northern edge of Cuba (Reference
847) (Figure 2.5.1-282), these faults are concluded to be Tertiary in age and not capable
tectonic structures.

FSAR Figures 2.5.1-274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 280, 281, and 287 will be replaced with the
revised figures shown below in a future revision of the FSAR.
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Figure 2.5.1-274 Interpreted Versions of the Southern Half of Profile FS-08 in the
Straits of Florida
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Figure 2.5.1-275 Seismic Line and Interpretation across the Walkers Cay Faul
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Figure 2.5.1-276 Seismic Line and Interpretation across the Walkers Cay Fault
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Figure 2.5.1-277 Seismic Line along Edge of Little Bahama Bank and Walkers Cay
Fault
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Figure 2.5.1-278 Seismic Line and Interpretation across the Santaren Anticline
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Figure 2.5.1-280 Offshore Interpreted Seismic Line, Cuban Thrust Belt
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Figure 2.5.1..281 Offshore Interpreted Seismic Line, Cuban Thrust Belt
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Figure 2.5.1-287 Interpreted Seismic Line across Cuban Thrust Belt, Line 3A
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The text of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4 will be revised as shown below in a future
FSAR revision:

2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4 Cuba

This subsection discusses available geological and geophysical information pertaining to
seismic hazard characterization for Cuba. While only a small portion of northern Cuba is
within the site region, a discussion of the regional structures on the entire island is
presented. Within the past ten years, international groups have published research
conducted in Cuba, though many of these concentrate on geochemistry of the arc-related
rocks (e.g., Reference 488), rather than any potential recent faulting or seismicity. From a
seismic hazard perspective, ,aj, ,'.. enes potential seismic sources in Cuba have
been are summarized by Garcia et al. (References 489 and 490) and Cotilla-Rodriguez
(Reference 494) to support seismic hazard mapping.;however,inthemostrecent
probabilis-t-ic-,;-%;mscismhazardanalysis(PSHA)byGarciaetal.(Refecrcnccl9)seismic SOU-ree
moedelzincludearealcourceZOnecratherthanfaultsourcccgiventhesignificant U-R-eetai~tyin
c~ha r-racterizationofthesecismic~potentialofG ubanfau its.

The major geologic units and their stratigraphic relations are described in Subsection
2.5.1.1.1.2.3. The plate tectonic history of Cuba and the northern Caribbean, Whieb
dar-r,--s including the origin and emplacement timing of the geologic units, are
discussed in Subsection 2.5.1.1.3.

Structures of Cuba

Most regional faults in Cuba, particularly in northern Cuba, are north-directed thrusts or
east- to northeast-striking strike-slip faults responsible for transferring the Cretaceous
Greater Antilles Arc onto the Bahama Platform (Figures 2.5.1-247, 2.5.1-252250, and
2.5.1-265251). MapsandpUb''.atio .gen+rally*ndicatethattheupper.... nea.d yiy..eF
strataarcn~otdeformedinccntralandnorthern~ubabyregionaltctOnic- StrUctUrcs(Rcfcrenccz
40A,13,,4,2,and8,,7).H.wever, tThe Oriente fault zone, located directly off the southern

coast of the island forms the boundary between the modern North America Plate and the
Gon~ve microplate, and is a capable tectonic faultsource. The Oriente fault zone is
discussed further in Subsection 2.5.1.1.2.3.1.2, and its characterization in the Cuba and
northern Caribbean seismic source model is described in Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3 (Figuie

ORiente Swanfau!-tystem(Refcrenccl 0).lturraidc Vinent(Refcrenc'40)also ini "amof
I'4e nf-~L ~~t-p,.~ t. ~U ii tI A1rdriih ,~~ m nIfam te srtm hrLhe'krf v. I t

mento•1 Ingthi• narL•aTrocha,C-a.agu.yandN pf•paultsb acup rovid•i . . - .. " . . .ngnofurthc
dcetaildifomaiorgarFdint !efpaced u nits.A neotectonicmnapcomnpiled-fo-rr-uba-

I

iuentiiniesnnny•telnGlneuurIflauitannurnUGTUFei sounHesteirnmroEitl.uuac•uveTIruntnese
actvcsrucurcareotdpicedeteningwithinthesiterogion(Rcfcrcnc93)(Figuire2.5. I

247+ In an effort to explain seismicity that continues on intraplate Cuba, 12 faults on the
island of Cuba havebeeR are designated by Cotilla-Rodriguez et al. (Reference 494) as
"active" .Refe.eR.ee.
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based on their ambiguous definition of the term. ,butthatpublished For many faults in
intraplate Cuba, the Cotilla-Rodriguez et al.!s (Reference 494) analysis does not
provide sufficient information to conclude that a structure is a capable tectonic source
according to RG 1.208. Table 2.5.1-204 provides a summary of these and other regional
fault zones of Cuba. Available geologic and tectonic maps are 1:250,000 (Reference 846)
and 1:500,000 scale (References 848 and 847),reepeGely, and therefore do not have
sufficient detail to properly characterize fault activity based on map relations alone.
Available information for the six regional Cuban faults that extend to within the site region,
and several that lie beyond it, is summarized below.

Domingo -Faul

,Atitsnearectpe*nt~thclew. anglePOmn~gogfaultiSlocatcdl 75miles(282kilomcetcrs)south ofthe
Unmts6&smte.Thisnorthwest striking,sauth dippingthrustfaultca;rriedth Cretaceousarcand
serpentinitcsoverthecarbonateplatformrocksandcan bcco~nesdercd thcfmonrmcrsumtuebetween

Nort~mercaan~aribean~ats(Rcercncsl3andM) (igur2.5.1 247).TheDeomingo
faultdoesnotcuttheuppcrmoStF=oceneandyoungcr scdimcnaru itandislatcEGceneinagc
(Refcrences44'land439).Amyriadofother th ru strOare mapped indeta 0l(th oug h notsh own Fig
2.5.1 247),Whichimbricatebeththce autochthono~usandallochthonoUSUnitsonA-theis1-land
(Rcfercnccl30).Qnl 250,OOQcal ma psan dinterp reted GG6rossstions,th esefaul1tsa sod onoet

Gutheupe~mestF=9Ge~ie a ndyu unge rdeposits, andsearFen tQ uatcrnaryi nage(Rcfrnc
439,497-,40,and
8'16)(Figurc2.5.1 248)-.
NorteGUbana FaUlt System

T-heNortccu banafaultsystemisthearcuateth rustsystcmnthatmarksthenorthcrnexn ofseoth-
d ippingthrustsr aoiat.dwiththccolliz,.on-ftheGreaterAntillcsArcandt a PhlatforM.
ThcfaultsystemizlocatednorthoftheDomiAngofaultandcntirely offshorc,andthcrcforcdctailed
geolagiapig alon gth isfa u tzne is nat-availab le. Hoc f~ellsdFi lld d irectlyoff-Sh 9reo O
neFthcaq-tcrnumG a ucrn rcpcatcztratlgrap lhynadcatin g cne
th rusting(Reference4 3@),andseismnicrcflecto dat-ahas;i~m.agednRerthw ardthrFustin g fb a 6in
dcpesits(Rcferelncc3p7).Seismnaicincs typically~ndicatethattheoff-shorenorth ve'cgentthrusts
aredFapedbyunfaultedlate Tc rtia r,'tQu aterma rysed ime nts (Refc renccs'lOWand 48 4) (F=igur-e
2.5.1 279,2.5.1 287,2.5.1 288,2.5.1,282,and2 *5 *1 280).Atitsncearestpoint,theNortecubana

4189)deScribeoffshoreseismicrceflectionprofilc cc hoewingupto9 8'feet(300meters)otf Vertieal
d isplacementaSSociatedwiththe-hcortecuba-,-;-nafau !t, butdonotpro~vfidecons~traints; enthetimini~ge
themoest rcccntfaultslip.Coti!!a RedrFig uczctal(Refcrenccl494)indicat th-atthc-Nortecubana
Fau ltTrcnchisexpressed inthebathymetrynorthof~uba,butthms docsnotconstitutedirect
evidencoforFactiVity. On goingseicmicityisconccntratednearits interccctio~nwiththcOrientcfaultI
.ineas;;--teprnmoestCubaneartheplatebeundaryan 6ubstantiallydecreascswestwardintothe6ite
rcgion(RcfrenRes'189and494).Withinthc 6iter-egio~n,threiesno~dircctcvidenccthat
carthquakecsoccUrontheNorteGcubanafault.

HicaGGS Fauli

Atitnearstpont~tenrhcat strking H icacofau !tosapproximatelyl55 miles(2419
kilometers)souithofthel~nits6&7site(Referencclg4)(Fiuaurc2.5. 1 247).GaFciaetal

f
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(Roferencel 89)rcperti nteFm itte ntge em rp h - .prcz ienlngtheHic.a-cos-qfaul'-ttraee.
Add•t•inallyGar•aetal.(Rlfe1en1e48)deSG•1Ib•thcHi•cii 1sfau1taii ..ladlepfault abive
Paleorlene QuatFn•aryform~nations"(P.257h1),bfu-tthtcItrmFcanngofthi• taftm e n 'siunle ar.
Cotilla Rodrigunzeta 1. (Refee•n'e4 94)denetpFevideanrygeel•ogi eviden.efora2tivityand

0 Rm~te~akE~mntF--m.,QnR-,-P-q-m~mya,6GnaedffthheHi-ecofault.Fivepre instrumental
earthguakesofintenSitYMM 1(Mod ifiedMreFaW iIntensity)VandlessarelOcatedinthegeneraI
VmciRityofthcHicaGEosfault,buitthelocatio~ns ofthcseeventsarehighlYUnccr-tain(Reference40l).
Geelegficmapsoftheregionshow segmnentsoftheHicaGEsfauLitGUttingupperTertiaryrocks
(RefreneRe48(0).Moredetailed gcologicmapsdonotmaptheHucaGosfaultatthesurfacc,buth
shorelineadanarrow penins nt
thesefeat4iwes probablyinflucnccwh ercth efa L tisma ppedinothcerrep rese ntation S(e. g.,
Refereoee
490),

COLhillas Fault

,Atjtsnearestpoint~thenorth nrhsttrkgociofutzpoxMatelyl 75miles Q2727
kileometcrs)seuthoftheU 't6-st(cerne, rehug itsotom nlappedaseply
cxtcndingtewithin2l Omiles(338kiomcFnters)Gfthesite(ReQ-fe-re-zncc48p)-R (Figurc2.5. 1 247).
Cotilla Red riguLezetal. (Reference494)providenogeologi Gevidenee foractivityanddeqnribethe
Coc~h Oinsfau itaS"Govercdbyyoungsedimcents"(p.51 4). Indeed ,themostdletailedgeologicMap-&
P nspectedinthcarca(l :250,OOOScale)shewne faul~tGuttmngMioceneandyoungerstrat
(Reference8 46).Aneeteartonmir.mapoftheQ CribInIeannidentwfiestheCochionosasanorFmalfault
(Reference493)(Figure2.5. 1 286), The-oe r-henosfaultmsvarmouslydeSeribedasa"normalfault
w;It In veNrsetnypeseltoFrs"nefre ee.l 91 /;l11)andno Rmalandneversetypewith Ieftstrke b
slip"(Reference4 94; p.5 5),Rbuitnobasmfiriprovfidedfertheseamnbiguousstatements.The
GGehinosfault appearstobegeographicGallyaSSOciatedwith sparFseeinP strumenAtalIs;eimctbt
these earth''a.esarepoorlylocatedandno~focaimechanismsareavamiable.GarcmaetI
(Referencel 89)providenageelogiGevidencethattheC;Ochinosfaultisactive.

Las Villas Fault

The~s~ilasaulismapedsasuthdipping,northwest strikingthrust,withupto
approximatelyl Ormiles(30kilometers)ofhorizontaldisplacemnent(Referencel 39),Iocated
approximatelyl 70miles(274kilomneters)southoftheUnits6&76iteincentralGuba (F-igu e2--5.-
247).TheLasVillasfaultdmsplacesi-rod-dlei-F-oc--eneu nisbthbtgrae displacementofolder
units,indicGatingthatmostofitsmovementwaspre middleEOcenc (.Re-fe-re-nce439).AGcordingto
Cotilia Rodriguezctal.(Referen eel@l ),theLasVillasfault has"yeungerodedseGarps"(p.51 7),bu

itinotlepritheefetu esepresenterosienal fa u tsearpsoriftheywereformedd jreetlybyrecen~t
sliponthe-'-as,;ill11asqfa-ult.C~otia Prrelztl(eee e9)aiuldSGieh~si
faultasa"normalfau It" (p.51 7)anda-"no-rmAla;-ndreversetype"fault(p.51 5)that"isofPliocn

e ie e g e l g c p p n ( e e c c s l , 8 0 n d l 8 r v l th t u n toQu a te rn-a ryag " I 1

age arefaultedbutthecoarseScaleofmappingdoesnotpreGluderecetciiy Garciactal.
(R e fberencel9)indicatetheL~asVillasfaulticde,-linea;-tedb-lyanegativegravityanomaly,- butprevide
negeelegieevidenceforactuVmty.Cotilla Rodriguezetal.(Reference4191). desncilbeasingle
instru mental8evet(1 939)intheVicinityefth e La qVi Ila sfau_,ltforxhihn
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Habana Cienfuegos Fauli
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